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AVLEX ANNOUNCES NEW MIPRO 7 SERIES  

WIRELESS TRANSMITTERS 
Ultra-Wide bandwidth bodypack and handheld models  

address wide range of applications 
 
Kansas City, MO – April 2013 … Avlex Corporation, the name audio professionals turn to for world-
class wireless technology and microphones, is pleased to introduce two new MIPRO 7 Series wireless 
transmitters—the ACT-71Ta bodypack transmitter and the ACT-71Ha handheld transmitter. Ideal for a 
wide range of applications, including field production, presentations, theatrical, and live performance, 
the new 7 Series wireless transmitters incorporate a wealth of cutting edge features—most notably 
Ultra-Wide bandwidth operation with support for the entire 72 MHz frequency spectrum of the 7 Series 
receiver, to provide users with pristine audio quality, exceptional range, and dropout-free performance. 
 
ACT-71Ta Miniature Wideband UHF Bodypack Transmitter 
Drawing upon the experience gleaned from three generations of MIPRO ACT wireless products, the 
new MIPRO ACT-71Ta bodypack transmitter features a small form factor, making it a terrific choice for 
concealing the unit in wardrobe for theatrical, TV, or film production and equally ideal for the business 
presenter or worship leader. Sporting a durable, lightweight, miniature magnesium alloy body, the ACT-
71Ta bodypack transmitter is rugged and designed to withstand the abuse such equipment typically 
encounters. With its backlit LCD display for keeping track of channel and battery status, selectable 
impedance for different input levels, and a sensitivity gain adjustment, this robust bodypack transmitter 
is designed to deliver exceptional performance. 
 
Of particular note, the ACT-71Ta bodypack transmitter provides a silent on/off switch with a separate 
mute button and provisions for the optional MJ-70 remote mute switch control—enabling the person 
wearing the transmitter to easily mute / unmute the transmitter—even when it is buried underneath 
clothing. With an end user lockout function, programmable RF power and audio gain levels, mini-XLR 
connectivity with a threaded bayonet attachment, a detachable belt clip, and of course, support for 
MIPRO’s acclaimed ACT function, which facilitates rapid and precise transmitter frequency setup, the 
new ACT-71Ta bodypack transmitter is designed to deliver years of trouble-free, intuitive operation. 
 
ACT-71Ha Wideband UHF Handheld Microphone Transmitter 
Like its sibling, the new MIPRO ACT-71Ha handheld transmitter draws from MIPRO’s storied history 
with wireless technology and features a lightweight magnesium alloy housing that is both rugged and 
comfortable to hold. The unit’s premium true condenser cardioid capsule provides high SPL, wide 
dynamic range, and fast transient response—and with its exceptional audio performance, makes this 
transmitter an outstanding choice for both spoken and vocal applications. Featuring superior off axis 
rejection, the ACT-71Ha handheld transmitter delivers high gain before feedback and the multi-layered 
steel grille protects against impact and minimizes plosive sounds —making the unit a great choice for 
most any application. 
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Like the ACT-71Ta bodypack transmitter, the new ACT-71Ha handheld transmitter features a silent 
on/off switch with a separate mute button for precise control over the unit during operation. Additional 
attributes include a backlit LCD display for keeping track of channel and battery status, an end user 
lockout function, programmable gain, and RF output power, which enable this handheld transmitter to 
be optimized for its environment, plus MIPRO’s ACT function for rapid and precise transmitter 
frequency setup. 
 
Fred Canning, national sales manager for Avlex Corporation, commented on the new MIPRO 7 Series 
transmitters. “The new ACT-71Ta bodypack and ACT-71Ha handheld transmitter offer audio 
professionals exceptional performance and a wealth of features that enable these systems to be used 
in a wide range of applications,” says Canning. “They are the perfect complement to the MIPRO ACT 7 
Series wideband true diversity receiver systems. With their support for the full 72 MHz frequency 
bandwidth of the 7 Series receivers, not only do these transmitters deliver maximum frequency 
flexibility and full feature sets with world-class audio quality, they provide the range and dropout-free 
performance that inspires confidence. I’m certain these systems will be well received by all who 
experience them.” 
 
The new MIPRO 7 Series wireless transmitters carry the following MSRP’s: 
 

 ACT-71Ta bodypack transmitter: $549.00 
 ACT-71Ha handheld transmitter:  $579.00 

 
The MIPRO 7 Series wireless transmitters are in stock and available now. 
 
About Avlex Corporation 
Avlex Corporation is a leading supplier of high quality, feature rich, and competitively priced 
professional audio products. The Avlex, Superlux, and MIPRO brands of microphones, wireless 
systems, electronics, and accessories are available through independent dealers and contractors 
nationwide. For additional information on Avlex Corporation, visit the company online at 
www.avlex.com. 
 

### 
 
Control click here for a hi-res image of the ACT-71Ta bodypack and here for a hi-res image of the ACT-
71Ha handheld transmitter. 
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